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Is Yale University Sexist?
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Last month, 16 Yale students and recent graduates filed a confidential complaint with the

Department of Education's Office for Civil Rights alleging that in violation of Title IX—which

bans sex discrimination in schools—Yale maintains a hostile environment for women that

denies them equal access to educational opportunities. The Office for Civil Rights has already

begun to investigate. If it finds Yale in violation, the university could lose approximately

$500 million in federal funding.

Is the complaint really plausible?

In the classroom, on the athletic fields and elsewhere throughout campus life, women at Yale

are prospering. In 2010, female undergraduates outnumbered male undergraduates 2,663

(50.5%) to 2,616 (49.5%). Yale aggressively recruits, promotes and retains female faculty.

Four of the university's top eight administration officers are women. The dean of Yale College

is a woman. So is the dean for special projects.

More broadly, women's gains in higher education over the past 50 years testify to the

friendliness of the environment. In 1960, women earned 10% of doctorates nationwide; by

2009, they earned 52%. In 1960, women earned 35% of bachelor's degrees and 32% of

master's degrees; today they earn 57% and 60%, respectively. In 1960, total fall enrollment in

degree-granting U.S. institutions was 36% female; today it is roughly 57%.

So what are the aggrieved Yale students saying? In a statement to Bloomberg News on April

1, complainant Hannah Zeavin, class of 2012, mentioned instances of alleged sexual

harassment, including a march through the freshman quad on Oct. 13, 2010, in which Delta

Kappa Epsilon fraternity members and pledges chanted "No means yes. Yes means anal." Ms.

Zeavin also referred to an incident two years before in which fraternity pledges stood in front

of the Women's Center holding posters stating, "We love Yale sluts."

Such behavior is loutish, but it does not nearly meet the legal definition of sexual

harassment. In Davis v. Monroe County Board of Education (1999), the Supreme Court held

that to qualify as sexual harassment that creates a hostile environment, conduct must be "so

severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that it can be said to deprive the victims of access

to the educational opportunities or benefits." Isolated incidents of speech—however mocking,

nasty or ugly—that do not involve direct threats of physical injury or extortion do not

constitute sexual harassment.
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Moreover, Yale has hardly taken a passive stance toward offensive speech. According to the

Yale Daily News, on Oct. 14, 2010, four DKE fraternity brothers met with and apologized to

five Yale Women's Center board members for the fraternity's public vulgarities the night

before. Representing the university administration at the meeting was Melanie Boyd, director

of undergraduate studies in the Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies program and special

adviser to the dean of Yale College and the student-run Women's Center.

The same day, the president of DKE wrote to the Daily News declaring the chants

"inappropriate, disrespectful, and very hurtful to others." And on Oct. 15, Dean Miller

delivered opening remarks at a "Forum on Yale's Sexual Climate" that featured Yale

administrators and Women's Center board members discussing how to prevent such

incidents.

It is hard to see what more a college devoted to liberal education could do. The U.S. Supreme

Court's First Amendment jurisprudence reaffirms John Milton and John Stuart Mill's hard

lesson that one cost of liberty is the toleration of foolish and odious speech. That Yale finds

itself under pressure from the government, in the face of stupid frat-boy initiation rituals

obviously designed to humiliate the pledges themselves, dramatizes how far government and

higher education have drifted from the principles of freedom.

According to an April 1 AP story, complainant Alexandra Brodsky, class of 2012, said that the

Office for Civil Rights complaint also deals with Yale's failure to respond properly with sexual

assault and rape. Here, contrary to the complainants, the problem is not that Yale

investigates and prosecutes allegations ineffectively but that it does so at all.

Real sexual assault and rape—as opposed to mean words—are serious crimes for which

courts sentence perpetrators to decades in prison. Yet university administration officials and

faculty members have little or no training in and knowledge about the collection and analysis

of evidence, the questioning of witnesses, and the interpretation of legal standards.

Yale and other universities should advise women alleging sexual assault or rape to go directly

to the police—and not to campus police, who answer to university administrators, but to

regular police departments, which have the appropriate resources and skills to conduct

criminal investigations. For all its flaws, our criminal justice system is vastly better equipped

than university administrators and faculty to protect the rights of accusers and accused alike.

Yet universities cannot afford to get out of the law enforcement business, because the Office

for Civil Rights won't let them. Even if deans and faculty could overcome their propensity to

conduct due-process deficient investigations and prosecutions of sexual assault and rape,

universities would still confront Office for Civil Rights-imposed requirements that direct

them, after police investigations, to proceed with their own.
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What is really at stake in the current investigation of Yale is the proper mission of the

university. The complainants, not a few university administrators and faculty, and powerful

forces at work in the Department of Education seem to think that one of a university's top

priorities is policing students' opinions and utterances to ensure that they adopt government-

approved ideas about sexual relations. That priority can't be reconciled with the imperatives

of a liberal education.

Yale traditions provide a better guide. In 1975, in response to a request from Yale President

Kingman Brewster, a committee chaired by the distinguished historian C. Van Woodward

explored the conditions of free expression at Yale. The Van Woodward report affirmed that

the avoidance of speech that causes "shock, hurt, and anger" on campus must be given its

due. But how it was done made all the difference: "If the university's overriding commitment

to free expression is to be sustained, secondary social and ethical responsibilities must be left

to the informal processes of suasion, example, and argument."

If only Yale would rediscover the essential elements of liberal education, it would be well

within its capabilities to protect all students' civil rights while ensuring that the university

does not abet the great menace to educational opportunity in our era: the cultivation of an

environment hostile to liberty of thought and discussion.

Mr. Berkowitz is a senior fellow at Stanford University's Hoover Institution. He is a

graduate of Yale, from which he received a Ph. D in political science and a J.D. in law.

 

 


